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by
R. S. Kirby

ABsmAcr

A technique was developed for fabricating a comdal
switch using metal Inner and outer conductors separatid by a CdS insulation which becomes an electrical
conductor on exposure to en explosive shock wave.
Coaxial as8emblie8 of O.@+O and 0.025 in. o.d. were
fabricated using a copper outer conductor and an
1100 Al Inner conductor.

1.

INTmDucTIoN

al.loy8,

Th10 program was initiated by a requeet for
fabrication of a coexl.alawltch baaed on information that CdS, an electrical Ineulator,becomes en
electrical conductor on exposure to a high velocity
pressure wave.

The proposed u8e of the detice waa

to study explosive ,shockwave behatior by placing
the coaxial switches around an explosive change and,
through the use of high qeed recording equl~ent,
obtaining time-distanceprofiles of the shock wave.
This report describes the development of a
fabrication procedure for the coaxial switch.
2.

304 stainless steel, and ‘70-30brass.

The

silver wire used as an Internal conductor for some
of the work was cmmercial eilver of 99.9$ purity.
Binders and Lubricants
Binder-lubricemtswere mixed tith the CdS
powder to reduce frtction between the powder end
the inner and outer conductors. Materials used for
this purpose were stearic acid, !t!FE
(li?flon)powder,
end methylcellulose.
A wax-base commercial lubricant (Johnsone wax
No. 151) was used as a drawing lubricant for all of
the work.

M4TERIALS AND EQUIFMENT
EWQ!?S&

Materiels
Cadmium Sulfide
The CdS powder used f.nthis progremwas a

TkunpingLktice
The CdS powder was tamped into the starting
tube (outer conductor) using a simple plunger with

chemically pure grade powder of approxlnately -150

a hole up the center (Fig. 1) which centered the

mesh.

Inner conductor in relat3.onto the inside diameter

The material is a standard LASL chemistry-

stock item.

of the outer conductor.

Conductor Materials

Drawing Bench

The melxLlaused as conductor materfals were

The coaxial aBsembk wae drawn using a small

standard commercial grades of copper electrical

12-ft-long, chain driven draw bench of approximately

tire, copper refrigerator tubing, 3C03 and SI.00Al

kOOO-lb capaci.~. me

draw bench is shown in Fig. 2.

3

3.

PFOCELXJR.E
Very little informationwas available concern-

ing the nonconductive-to-conductivetransformation
behavior of CdS. It was not knwn
TAMPING

DEVICE

if the change in

electrical conductivityin~uced by a high velocity
pressure wave waa accanpanied by a phase tranftrormation or if the condition might be induced in sane

-WI

other manner such as heating. !l!be
informationwhich
was available on CklSindicated thatit waa a toxic
orange powder with the following physical propertied:
Crystal.structure - hexagonal

OUTER

CONDUCTOR

Density

- 4.82~cc

Melting point

- 1750°C (pressure of
100 atm)

Boiling point

- sublimes at 980°c (N2 at
pressure ofl atm)

moha hardness

- 3t03-1/2

In tiew of the lack of knowledge about the
effect of heat on Cd9 properties, a maximum annealing temperature of 300°C waa arbitrarily choeen.
INNER

CONDUCTOR

The choice of this maxf.nwmanneal.ing
temperature
automaticallykh!dted the matetikl.savailable for

CdS

POWDER

the inner and outer conductors.
Two apprcachas for fabricating the coaxial
switch were considered.
Pb PLUG

1.

Use of a soft metal (i.e., copper) t’orthe

outer conductor and a high tenalle strength, high3.y
1. lkmping device used for compacting CdS
Ng.
powder and centering the inner conductor.

polished material for the inner conductor. 3iIthis
method, the inner conductor Is not reduced during
reduction of the composite. The theory %8 that, on
drawing, the Cd9 material is ccmpacted as the outer
conductor is reduced in diameter with the outer
conductor-CdScmnpositebeing drawn over the high
strength inner conductor core. A graphic representation of this setup is shown in Pig. 3.
2.

Use of a reasonably sot% material (i.e.,

copper) for the outer conductor and en equa13y soft
or softer material for the inner ConductOr. In
this method the composite Ls assembled using a desirable size ratio between the dlametere.of the
inner end outer conductor8 and packing CdS into the
annulus between the two conductors. The composite
diameter ie then reduced by drawing, reducing the
diameters of both the inner and outer conductors
Pig.

2.

Draw bench used for fabricating the coaxial

v

simultaneously. The setup used for this method is

switch.
similar to that shown in Fig. 3, the only differences being a slightly

larger starting diameter for

b

f
—

.4

Fig.

3.

The

coaxh.1

ewltch fabrication setup using a high strength Inner conductor.

the Inner conductor and the elimination of the tensile forces applied to the inner conductor.
The initial work was done using a copper

Conductor and
coPRer her
3003 Al Outer Conductor
l?hlsparticular combinationwas not at all

outer conductor end a music steel spring wire

satisfactory. At all annealing temperatures

(Asll!wl
A228) inner conductor of approximately

attempted up to 200”C, the aluminum outer conductor

375,000-Psi tensile strength. As the CdS powder

failed in tension during drawing. The strength

became compacted around the inner ccmductor, resist-

ratio of the inner to outer conductor was apparently

ance to movement of the copper-CdS over the music

too high.

tire increased until the wire finally failed In

Copper Tnner Conductor and 304
Stainless Steel Outer Conductor

tension. The addition of TFE and steeric acid lubricants to the CdS powder dld not improve the sit-

This canbination prwed unworkable because of
the work hardening rate of the outer conductor.

uation. After a rather extensive investigation
this approach was dropped.

The 304

stdnless

steel hardened very rapid2y and

would have required an annealing temperature of
The feasibility of the second approach was
about gOO°C which was well above the 300”C maximum.
investigatedby first using a copper outer conductor and lead inner conductor. The composite was
drawn down to O.0~-in. diameter with no problems,
indicating that the use of an inner conductor of

Silver Inner Conductor and
Copper Outer Conductor
These metals were ueed because both are good
electrical conductors ennealable at less than 300”C.

much less tensile strength than the outer conductor

!lbprevent tensile failure of the silver wire, the

was a satisfactory solution.

canposite required an annealing temperature of 275

The disadvantage of using a lead inner conductor was one of insuffY.cientstrength which resulted
in breaking of the leads during handling of the
product end meldng electrical connections. In en
attempt to modify the process by using a higher
strength inner conductor, the following metal combinations were used.

If a

copper inner conductor end silver outer conductor
had been used the reeults might have been more
WHC
end

This combination appeared satisfactorywhen an
was used

between drawing stages. However, when an annealing
temperaturebelw

used as an inner conductor because both silver wire
and copper tubing were readily atilable.

satisfactory.

come r Inner Conductor and
70-30 Brass Outer Conductor

annealing temperaturegreater than h°C

to 300”C, which so weakened the copper that It
failed in tension during drawing. ‘lbesilver was

the arbitrarily chosen 300°C was

used, the brass outer conductor split during drawing.

Copper Timer Conductor
per
Outer
Conductor

Cop

fabrication using copper for both conductors
showed the benefit of having an inner conductor
which waa sllghtly weaker or might be annealed at a
lower temperature then the outer conductor. When
the assemblies were annealed at 200”C, the inner

5

thereby causing an irregular cross section

conductor felled in tension: when an annealing tem-

drawing

perature of 250”C was u8ed, the outer conductor

4 preand weakening the inner conductor. I!l.gure

failed in tension. It Is possible that an assambly

sents cross sections of 0.04C-in.-o.d.and 0.025-

of this type might be fabricated by swaging after

in.-o.d. assemblies 8howing the particles imbedded

initially drawing to an outside diameter of about

in the inner conductor and the irregular outside

0.100 in.
IJ.00Al Inner Conductor~
Copper Outer Conductor
Approximately 50 ft of O.OhO-in.-o.d. and 30 f%
of 0.025-in.-o.d.coax was drawn using this combination of materiela. The outside diameter was first
reduced from 0.250-in.-o.d.to O.~0-in.-o.d. In
O.010-in. incrementswith a 200”C anneal after each
drawing stage. me

coax was then drawn in 0.005-in.

increment8 to 0.070-in.-o.d.with a 200”C anneal
after the O.C&Hn.-o.d.

and 0.070-in.-o.d.stages.

Ihe coaxial assembly was subsequentlyeweged from
0.070-in.-o.d.to 0.045-in.-o.d.in two O.010-in.
and one 0.005-in. reduction with a 200”C anneal
after

each reduction. The 0.040-in.-o.d.cosx was

nade by making cme additional drawing reduction of
0.W5-in.

The 0.025-in.-o.d.aesembly was made by

continuing the drawing in steps of O.CKQ to 0.003in. with a200”C anneal after each 0.005- to 0.006in. reduction in diameter.
k.

(A) 0.025-in.-o.d. aasemblyat 100X

DISCUSSI~
From the results described under Procedure, it

appears that the most feasible approach to the problem la to use an outer conductor material of slightly higher tensile strength than the inner conductor
material and to draw or ewege the composite assembly
to the desired d3.emeter. Because of the 300”C maximumanneeling temperaturewbichwaS arbitrarily
selected, the only successt%l assemblies made were
canposed of a copper outer conductor and 1100 AI_inner conductor. It Is entirely possible that ennealing temperatures in excess of 300”C would have had
no detrimental effect on the properties of the CdS
insulator. However, no informationwas available
on this, end no tests have been run at IASL on
assemblies heated over 250”C. If a higher annealing
temperature could be used, the choice of inner and
outer conductor materiels would be much greater and
a higher strength inner conductor might be used.
The ll~Al

satisfactorybecame

It was so soft that the CdS

particlea were imbedded in the aluminum during

6

(B) 0.040-in.-o.d. assembly at 100X

inner conductor was not completely

Pig. 4.

tioss sections showing the irregular shape
of the inner conductors and the irregularitiesin
the inside wall of the outer conductor.

diameter of the inner conductor and inside diameter
of the outer cmductor.

‘DIME I

The O.OkO-in.-o.d. aaeenbly

PROPERTIES OF COPPER AND 1100 Al

had a ncmlnal O.(Xg-in. wall with a ncminal 0.007-

f

assembly had a nanimzl 0.005-in. wall and a ncminal

.4

L?!?m!a

1100 Al

Tensile strength
(annealed),psi

30,000

13,0CKl

Yield strength
(anneded2$ offset), psi

10,OOO

5,000

Recrystallizationtamp
(--T@red),
“C

225-250

250-~0

Elongation annealed
(2-in. gsgelength), $

50

45

in. inner conductor diameter. The 0.CX?5-tn.-o.d.

O.C@+-in. inner conductor Mameter.

The starting

material in both cases was 0.250-in.-o.d.copper
tubing with a 0.035-in. wall and a 0.031-fn.-dism
inner conductor.
me
5 shows the relationshipof the assembly
outside diameter to the nominal well thickness and
the nominal inner conductor diameter during drawing.
After the assembly outside diameter was reduced

The data have shown that to fully anneal the
copper outer conductor results in tensile failure

from 0.250 to 0.1643in., the CdS insulator materiel

of the point during drawing. ‘Phi.s
particular prob-

apparently reached a state of compactionwhich

lem might be avoided by ewaging; however, no inves-

enabled the assembly components to be reduced as a

tigation was done along these lines.

true composite. Measurement of the outer conductor
outside diameter and wall.thickness end inner con-

5.

CONCLUSIONS
1. A pressure-sensitivecoaxial switch may be

ductor diameter during drawing indicated that the
componentswere reduced more or less uniformly

fabricated using en 1100 Al inner conductor, a

after sufficient compaction of the CdS was achieved.

copper outer conductor, and a CdS insulator material

A comparison of the handbook properties of
pure copper is shown in
IMO Al and ccnnmercially
‘IkbleI.
Meld

by assembling a

2.

The table shows that the ratio of the

strength of annealed copper to that of an-

neeled 1.100Al is approximately2:1.

We

data also

large

diameter composite end reduc-

ing the diameterby drawing and .sws@ng.
The Inner conductor should be made of a

liner yield strength materiel than the outer
conductor.
3.

indicate that the annealing temperature of both ma-

The recrystallizationtemperature of the

terials is in the 250 to 30Q”C range. Apparently,

inner conductor should be approximately the same or

the 200”C annealing temperature used for the coaxial

lower than that of the outer conductor.

assemblies did not fu3J.yanneal either ccmponent

6.

but constltut-ed
more of a stress relieving
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Fig. 5. The relationshipbetieen outer conductor
wall thickness and inner conductor diameter as a
function of the outer conductor diameter.
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